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How to Know When It’s Time to Call a Plumber for Bathroom Faucet Repair 
  
Eventually, everyone deals with a leaking faucet. 
Annoying? Absolutely. 
A huge, costly repair? No—not when you call on the pros right away for expert repair. 
  
Here’s how to know if you have a bathroom faucet repair need on your hands that requires professional assistance: 
  
You Can’t Get the Faucet to Stop Drip, Drip, Dripping 
  
A dripping faucet is more than just a sound that keeps you up at night. You may be surprised to learn that just one day of a faucet 
dripping can equal a water loss of more than 20 gallons. It’s easy to see how quickly the cost can add up for a seemingly small 
drip. If you’ve wiggled and jiggled the handles and still can’t figure out how to get the leaky faucet under control, it’s time to call in 
the pros. Experts will be able to get the job done quickly, safely and affordably. 
  
You See Signs of a Leak Under the Sink 
  
Stating the obvious here, but there shouldn’t be a puddle under the sink. If you notice signs of a water leak anywhere in the 
bathroom, this is a job for a trusted plumber. While the fix may be simple and rather inexpensive, considering how costly water 
loss can be over days and weeks, getting the job done right the first time is worth the minimal repair cost. 
  
Your Faucet Is Loud 
  
Is your faucet squeaking, hissing or making other loud sounds? This isn’t normal and you will be better off to get a professional 
repair. The sound is a likely a sign for worn down parts within the faucet, or could also represent a leak. Either way, if neglected, 
you may experience a higher water bill or even water damage in your bathroom. Avoid both risks with a professional repair. 
  
You Notice Your Water Bill Just Went through the Roof 
  
If opening the statement for your latest water bill made you gasp in horror, you may have a leaky faucet on your hands. 
Homeowners are continually shocked to learn how quickly the costs can add up when there is a neglected bathroom faucet repair. 
Take a proactive approach and get expert repair as soon as you notice an issue to avoid water bill nightmares. 
  
Your Faucet Is Rusting or Corroding 
  
If the components of your bathroom faucet are rusting, corroding or seem to be less efficient, this is a faucet replacement job for 
an expert plumber. While general repair will work for a while, eventually the old faucet will need to be replaced with a new, efficient 
bathroom faucet. In order to ensure you get the new installation done right, only trust an experienced plumber with the task. While 
it may be tempting to let Uncle Bob, who has a wrench and knows a few things about plumbing, give it a go, this is a bad idea. 
Choose expert installation to protect the investment of the new faucet, so it will work optimally for as long as possible. 
  
Our expert plumbers at Morningside are always happy to answer your questions about bathroom faucet repair or replacement. 
Reach out to us anytime you need advice or to schedule an appointment for repair. 
 
 


